




Brian Cranston & Paul Logan
John Varvatos Ltd. Editions JV101(on Cranston) and SJVA204 (on Paul)

Actors Brian Cranston, and Aaron Paul wow in 2020 Limited Edition John Varvatos 
Sunglasses. These sunglasses were so limited in the release that every pair was sold 
before they were released. Captured at an exclusive, private event in Houston, the pair were 
drawn to the style and expert craftsmanship of these stunning John Varvatos Frames. Brian 
Cranston can regularly be seen sporting a John Varvatos frame on the big screen and in 
daily life. The two actors are best known for their dual roles in the television hit Breaking Bad.
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Gina Yashere
Philipp Plein Signature- SPP010M

Actress Gina Yashere, wears a stunning Philipp Plein’s SPP010M Sunglass frame that 
was converted to an optical frame for her character Kemi. Yashere features this frame in 
the hit CBS comedy Bob Hearts Abishola.

Bob Hearts Abishola is a fun romantic comedy where a CEO played by Billy Gardell falls in 
love with his cardiac nurse, Abishola played by Folake Olowofoyeku. SPP010M55349G



Ava Louis Murchison
Lucky Brand D716 in Pink Tort

Young actress Ava Louis Murchison wears the adorable Lucky Brand D714 in pink tort in the 
Amazon Prime drama Reacher. Murchison plays the character Tally in the series where retired 
Military Police Officer Jack Reacher is arrested for a murder he did not commit, he finds himself 
in the middle of a deadly conspiracy full of dirty cops, shady businessmen, and scheming 
politicians. With nothing but his wits, he must figure out what is happening in Margrave, Georgia.

D716 490PTO



Tim Gunee
John Varvatos VJV185 in Gold

Actor, Tim Gunee stars in the film The Staircase wearing John Varvatos JV185 in gold. The film 
tells the story of Michael Peterson, a crime novelist accused of killing his wife Kathleen after she is 
found dead at the bottom of a staircase in their home, and the 16-year judicial battle that followed. 
This film is based on a true story. 

The film debuted on HBO Max and features an award-winning cast. Fellow co-stars include Colin 
Firth, Toni Collette, Patrick Schwarzenegger, and Sophie Turner. 

V185 460GOL



V534GUN50

Ed Harris
John Varvatos- V534 in Gunmetal

Actor, Ed Harris makes a stylish statement with John Varvatos’ bold aviator 
sunglasses, SJV534. Harris reprises his role as the infamous Man in Black in HBO’s 
dystopian drama Westworld. 

The Man in Black is a main character throughout the award-winning series. He is the 
chief antagonist in the series. 



David Higgins
John Varvatos V380 in Brown

Actor, David Higgins can be found wearing John Varvatos JV380 in brown on the CBS 
comedy B Positive. Higgins' character, Jerry Platt, is a divorced dentist who has been in 
dialysis for over a year. He always sees the glass half-empty, convinced he'll never find a 
donor; when he does, his body ends up rejecting the donated kidney. 

This comedy was produced by Chuck Lorre Productions and Warner Brothers Television.
V380BRO57



Eddie Murphy
John Varvatos- V538 in Brown

Actor, Eddie Murphy wears John Varvatos V538 in brown in the romantic comedy You 
People from Netflix. Murphy plays the character of Akbar, an involved father as Jonah 
Hill’s character Ezra asks for Akbar’s permission to marry his daughter. Two cultures 
collide in this comedy about love, and acceptance. 

This film features an all-star cast. Fellow castmates include David Duchovny, Julia Louis-
Dreyfus, Nia Long, and Lauren London. This film premiers on Netflix on January 24, 2023. 

V538 520BRO





Nicholas Cage
POLICE SPLB32 0722

Actor Nicholas Cage wears POLICE Sunglasses SPLB32 0700 in Havana in the film 
The Unbearable Weight of Massive Talent.  The character Nic Cage has to survive a 
birthday party of a superfan, who turns out to be much more than a devoted fan. When 
Nic is enlisted by the CIA for assistance, things get complicated, to say the least. Cage’s 
look is perfected as a super cool film star with these incredible POLICE sunglasses. 

SPLB32_0722



Greg Kinnear
John Varvatos V177 in Gold
Actor Greg Kinnear wears John Varvatos V177 in gold in two projects, the limited 
series Shinning Vale and the motion picture Sight. In both projects, these incredible 
John Varvatos are worn extensively by Mr. Kinnear. The actor enjoyed these frames 
so much that he had prescription lenses put into this prop pair and kept them for his 
own personal use. V177GOL51



Brad Pitt
POLICE Origins Bullet 1 VPLE37 col.700
Actor Brad Pitt wears POLICE Origins Bullet 1 VPLE37 col.700 developed exclusively 
for the character of Ladybug, played by Oscar-winning actor Brad Pitt in the film Bullet 
Train. ‘Bullet Train’ is a zany and fun action thriller in which a group of assassins joins 
forces, with related yet conflicting objectives, on board the same high-speed train 
traveling across Japan. VPLE37_700



Wade Allain-Marcus
Lucky D307 Dark Gun

Actor Wade Allen-Marcus wears Lucky Brand D307 in Dark Gun, in the critically 
acclaimed comedy HBO series Insecure. The series captures the trials and tribulations of 
best friends Issa and Molly, who navigate the tricky professional and personal terrain of 
Los Angeles and face the challenges of being black women who defy all stereotypes. D307GUN52



V531BLG51

Mariel Molino
John Varvatos V531 in Black and Gold

Actor Mariel Molino wears John Varvatos Sunglasses V531 in Black 
and Gold in the upcoming ABC Television Drama Promised Land.  
Mariel Molinio plays the character Carmen Sandoval, in the television 
drama about two Latino families who fight for wealth and power in 
California’s Sanoma Valley across generations.  



Matt Angel
John Varvatos VJV432 in Olive Crystal

Actor Matt Angel wears John Varvatos Optical JV432 in Olive Crystal in 
the upcoming second season of Netflix’s hit drama The Lincoln Lawyer. VJV432 51OLI


